Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia: Beyond Terminal Illness

Advocates for physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia often claim these practices will only affect a narrow class of terminally ill patients who are expected to die soon in any case. But there is ample evidence of a “slippery slope” toward ending the lives of patients with chronic illnesses or disabilities, or even those who are vulnerable or marginalized in other ways.

Swiss Group Will Euthanize Those Who ‘Feel Old’

“In Switzerland, the association Exit (which has 70,000 members and is one of the biggest euthanasia organisations in the world) has voted to include ‘suicide because of old age’ on its statute…. Swiss law allows organisations that provide euthanasia services to establish their own internal rules, which may vary from clinic to clinic. The decision of Exit’s board has been criticised by the Swiss medical association, which fears that such a move could encourage suicide among the elderly.”


* * *

Euthanasia for Psychiatric Patients in Belgium – Canada Next?

Belgium legalized euthanasia and assisted suicide in 2002 for “unbearable or untreatable suffering,” and this is interpreted to cover suffering from psychological conditions. Among the patients receiving lethal drugs are those with depression, personality disorders, and Asperger’s syndrome. Says one commentary: “Opponents of the law argued during its deliberation that the primary purpose of psychiatric care should be the prevention of suicide, but the opposing argument that the suffering of psychiatric patients is as ‘unbearable’ as the suffering of patients with other medical conditions prevailed.” Now that Canada’s highest court has defined a “right” to euthanasia, supporters are pressing for the same expansion there.


* * *

The Dutch Slippery Slope

Since the 1970s a series of court decisions has established that Dutch doctors need not fear punishment for taking their patients’ lives or assisting their suicides if they follow certain
guidelines. The guidelines state, among other things, that the patient must have intolerable pain for which there seems to be no other solution. But Dutch practice has become much broader.

On a landmark court ruling in 1986: “The patient in this case was not terminal, nor was she in acute physical pain. The court ruled, nevertheless, that ‘psychic suffering’ or the ‘potential disfigurement of personality’ could be acceptable grounds for requesting euthanasia.”


***

According to judicial guidance in the 1990s, later formalized at the University Medical Center in Groningen (“Groningen protocol”), physicians may give lethal injections to newborn infants with disabilities (most commonly spina bifida). Of 22 such cases analyzed by Groningen physicians, 59% of the infants had a “long life expectancy” – and this was counted in favor of euthanasia, as it meant a longer period of suffering and dependence on medical care.


***

A Dutch “End-of-Life Clinic,” established by a pro-euthanasia group in 2012, provides euthanasia for patients whose regular physicians deny their request, including cases of “a psychiatric or psychological condition, dementia, or being tired of living.”


***

Dr. Boudewijn Chabot, who forced the issue of assisted suicide for psychiatric patients in the Netherlands by giving a lethal dose to a physically healthy woman in 1991, now says “the euthanasia practice is running amok” in his country. Chabot, who has been called “the Grand Old Man of Dutch euthanasia,” says the legal requirements that a patient have unbearable and irreversible suffering and “no reasonable alternative” to euthanasia have become meaningless, as a patient’s claim about them is simply accepted as fact. Euthanasia is also increasingly provided by an “End of Life Clinic” that specializes in euthanasia and provides no alternatives. Chabot notes that in ten years, euthanasia cases have grown from two thousand to six thousand a year; since 2009, euthanasia for patients with dementia has increased from 12 to 141, and for chronic psychiatric patients from 0 to 60, calling into question the remaining requirement for a “voluntary and deliberate request” from the patient.

The Difficulties of a “Terminal” Prognosis

Under Oregon law, a request for physician-assisted suicide is valid only if two physicians state that the patient has a “terminal disease” that is “incurable and irreversible” and “will, within reasonable medical judgment, produce death within six months.” Ore. Rev. Stat. § 127.800 (12). Yet the actual time from terminal diagnosis and request for lethal drugs, to the patient’s death, has ranged from 14 days to 1,009 days (over two-and-a-half years). Of 143 patients in Oregon who died from the prescribed drugs in 2017, fourteen were diagnosed as having less than six months to live in previous years and given the lethal prescription. This is true of nineteen patients in 2016, seven in 2015 and eleven in 2014.


***

Patients predicted to have less than six months to live may survive for years. Of the 90 patients who received lethal prescriptions in Oregon in 2016 but did not take the drugs, only 36 died the same year of other causes. In one national study, among 900 patients found eligible for hospice care because they were expected to die in less than six months, 70% lived longer.


***

In 2018 a Swedish investigator found that the Oregon Health Authority has always interpreted “terminal” to include conditions that can be reversed or even cured, but will likely lead to death in six months if not treated. If treatment is refused by the patient, or withheld by others such as a physician, insurance company or government agency, that makes the treatable condition “terminal” and the lethal drugs can be prescribed. This expands the definition of “terminal” to cover patients who could have lived for decades with treatment.


***

Says Dr. Leslie Blackhall, section head of palliative care at the University of Virginia Medical School: “Predicting how long someone has to live is very imprecise in most conditions that people die of in the United States, where most people die of cancer, heart disease, lung disease (like emphysema), and dementia.” The first three conditions cited by Dr. Blackwell make up 87% of the cases that qualified patients for lethal drugs under the Oregon law in 2016.

From the authors of the United States’ most extensive study of prognosis and treatment in terminal illness: “Deciding who should be counted ‘terminally ill’ will pose such severe difficulties that it seems untenable as a criterion for permitting physician-assisted suicide.”


* * *

Broadening the Agenda to Chronic Illness and Disability in the United States

The New York Times reports on former Washington governor Booth Gardner, Parkinson’s disease patient and head of that state’s successful campaign to legalize physician-assisted suicide:

“Yet the proposed law in Washington wouldn’t go far enough for Gardner. It wouldn’t include him. Parkinson’s isn’t terminal… Gardner wants a law that would permit lethal prescriptions for people whose suffering is unbearable, a standard that can seem no standard at all; a standard that prevails in the Netherlands, the Western nation that has been boldest about legalizing aid in dying; a standard that elevates subjective experience over objective appraisal and that could engage the government and the medical profession in the administration of widespread suicide. …. Gardner’s campaign is a compromise; he sees it as a first step. If he can sway Washington to embrace a restrictive law, then other states will follow. And gradually, he says, the nation’s resistance will subside, the culture will shift and laws with more latitude will be passed…”


* * *

Some assisted suicide bills in the U.S. are dropping the reference to patients expected to die in six months. In 2017, a New Mexico bill defined “terminal illness” as “a disease or condition that is incurable and irreversible and that in accordance with reasonable medical judgment will result in death within a reasonably foreseeable period of time.” No time period is cited.


* * *

Filing suit in Montana to urge recognition of a state constitutional right to physician-assisted suicide for “terminally ill adult patients,” the organization Compassion & Choices told the court this includes patients with chronic conditions who could live a long time if they receive treatment: “The term ‘terminally ill adult patient,’ as used in the complaint, means a person 18 years of age or older who has an incurable or irreversible condition that, without the administration of life-sustaining treatment, will, in the opinion of his or her attending physician,
result in death within a relatively short time. This definition is not limited to any specific set of illnesses, conditions or diseases.”


* * *

In 2009, assisted suicide advocates proposed a bill in New Hampshire (HB 304) allowing doctors to prescribe a lethal dose for patients with a “terminal condition.” The bill defined “terminal condition” as “an incurable and irreversible condition, for the end stage of which there is no known treatment which will alter its course to death, and which, in the opinion of the attending physician and consulting physician competent in that disease category, will result in premature death” (Sec. 137-L:2 (XIII)). Commented disability rights advocate Stephen Drake: “[T]erminality is defined as having a condition that is irreversible and will result in a premature death. Many people I work with… fit the definition. None of them are dying.”


* * *

On the people “assisted” by Jack Kevorkian, who took part in an estimated 130 deaths: “The first reported patient to seek him out and receive his aid was a 54-year-old woman with Alzheimer’s disease. His first eight such patients were women, and half of them had no terminal condition. Of the reported 75 suicides Kevorkian assisted through 1997, according to research by Silvia Canetto, a psychology professor specializing in the study of suicide at Colorado State University, 72 percent were women, and more than three-quarters of those women were not terminally ill. (Multiple sclerosis affected about 30 percent of them.)”


* * *

Hemlock Society founder Derek Humphry on seniors in nursing homes: “Surveys have consistently found that most people would rather continue living at home rather than in a nursing home. What has not been known until recently, however, is that the aversion to ‘such a facility is so strong that 30% of those surveyed said they would rather die than live permanently in a nursing home.’ This information begs the question: Why do we, as a nation, not allow these people to die, if they have no alternative to a nursing home existence and this is what they want? Their lives would conclude with dignity and self-respect, and one measure of cost containment would be in place.”

Collateral Damage? Assisted Suicide’s Impact on Suicides Generally

Publicity about suicide and assisted suicide, especially when it presents these favorably, leads to more suicides. This is the “collateral damage” of the assisted suicide agenda.

The World Health Organization warns that certain kinds of media coverage of suicide can lead to “imitative suicidal behaviours,” especially among young or depressed people. The WHO warns: “Avoid language which sensationalizes or normalizes suicide, or presents it as a solution to problems”; “Avoid explicit description of the method used in a completed or attempted suicide.”


Unfortunately, proponents of assisted suicide engage in exactly this kind of publicity. In the year after the Hemlock Society published Derek Humphry’s book *Final Exit*, recommending a particular method for “rational suicide” in cases of terminal illness, the number of suicides by this method in New York City increased by a factor of four (from 8 to 33). During that period there was direct evidence that “at least 15 of the 144 people who committed suicide by asphyxiation or poisoning had probably been exposed to the book…. We found that most persons exposed to *Final Exit* were not terminally ill and had used it as a suicide manual.”


Oregon’s law allowing physician-assisted suicide took effect in late 1997. In 2015 the state’s health department said “The rate of suicide among Oregonians has been increasing since 2000” and as of 2012 was “42% higher than the national average”; suicide had become “the second leading cause of death among Oregonians aged 15 to 34 years.” This trend continued in 2014, when the state’s suicide rate was 43.1% higher than the national average. These figures are in addition to deaths under the Oregon assisted suicide law, which legally are not counted as suicides.


Proponents claim physician-assisted suicide is a “peaceful” alternative that replaces “violent” suicides. A recent study has found that this is not the case: Legalizing assisted suicide does not reduce or substitute for other suicides, but increases total suicides.
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